JAS-ANZ

Technical Specifications

M4579101N

Power Supply

12 Volts DC

Covers

Bonnet Area

Power Consumption

Below 60 mW ( 1 Unit per month)

Operating Frequency

Above and variation of 20 KHz
(Not Audible to Humans)

Weight

300 Grams

Dimension

4.9 x 3.3 Thickness 1.8 (In Inches)

Warranty

1 Year for manufacturing defect.
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SURAKSHA

AUTO ULTRASONIC RAT REPELLENT

Varna Suraksha Auto Model

Features

Varna Car Care - an Ultrasonic Auto Rodent Repellent product specially designed to emit
high decible ultrasonic waves between 20 Khz and 50 khz sound variations that can
effectively repel rodents from your car. The sound is completely not audible to human ears,
so there no chance of you hearing any noise from the car.

1.

It does not kill : The electronic car repellent creates hostile environment to rodents,
and forces them out from your vehicle engine area with sound waves that create
intense auditory stress. Since our rodent repeller doesn't kill the mouse, you never
come in contact with dead rat.

2.

It is Safe to your automobile : Our electronic repellent will not interfere with other
parts or engine functionalities.

3.

One time and easy Installing : You need to just install once with a help of mechanic or
by yourself if you are familiar with car engine area and parts.
(It is recommended to install by a professional).

4.

Power consumption from your battery : The repellent power consumption from your
battery is very low, it will not have any undesirable effect by bringing your battery
down. The power consumption is 1 Unit per month if it is working continously.

5.

Auto OFF : The Varna Car Care will work only when the car ignition is "OFF", once
the car igntion is ON, the unit will go "OFF".

6.

AC Power option (On Request Only)



Simple Installation



Connect directly to the battery with provided wire.



Auto Off while ignition is ON.



Low Power Consumption (Just around 1 Unit per month)



Will not affect other automobile parts or engine.



Does not make noise which you can



Safe with non rodent pets & kids

How to Install or Place the Unit
Repellent has to be fixed under the vehicle bonnet area away from the engine. Please check
the unit functionality by pressing "TEST Button", you will hear a loud sound.
1.

Fix the unit inside the Bonnet, SPEAKER FACING UPWARDS to rebound the
ultrasonic sound throughout the bonnet area evenly.

2.

Keep the unit away from the engine area.

3.

Red Wire has to be connected to Positive Terminal of
the Car Battery

4.

Black Wire has to be connected to Negative Terminal
of the Car Battery

5.

Green wire has to be connected to Ignition Terminal.

6.

Make sure the speaker is not obstructed.

7.

If your car bonnet lid has heat insulation or heat proof
layer, face the speaker towards the engine OR
it is highly recommended to remove the
insulationand face the unit towards the
Bonnet Lid for 100% results.

If you would prefer to draw electricity from nearby AC power point for long time
parking (more than a week) we will provide external adapter at an extra cost.

Warranty
Repellent comes with a warranty
of one year against
manufacturing defects from the
date of purchase. The unit will be
repaired under warranty only if
all the usage instructions
mentioned above have been
followed and the unit is neither
tampered with nor damaged in
anyway.

